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Journal

  

A wee problem

  December 27, 2016  

Hi everyone.
I've had a couple of routine checkups since the last time I wrote here, with the usual good results showing that
my liver is healthily adjusting to this drug I'm on and the cancer is stable, which means the tumours haven't
grown. All very reassuring!
This week I'm celebrating because I'm now in my eighth year since diagnosis (advanced ovarian cancer), a
fantastic milestone. I've been on this experimental treatment (targeted therapy - rucaparib) for 15 months which
is more than double the duration for anyone else locally. There would be patients on rucaparib elsewhere who
are doing as well as me but I haven't met them.
Now for the worrying part - sorry to spoil the story.
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My kidneys have started to play up. I've had a little bit of nausea and abdominal pain for a couple of months,
hurting more this week, and my monthly blood test revealed raised creatin (indicator of kidney stress). An
ultrasound scan on Wednesday showed that there's a blockage caused by old scarring from an old lymph tumour
located there. I had a few days in hospital having a stent put in my ureter (kidney to bladder on one side). The
procedure went well and I'm recovering - just a little sore and very tired.
It was a bit of drama we didn't need at Christmas, but lots to feel grateful about. I was back at home on
Christmas Eve, had a really wonderful family celebration for Christmas, packed up on Boxing Day and now,
believe it or not, we've made it to Woodford to camp for the week. Today is Day One of the festival and I am
very happy to be here!
Best wishes and Season's Greetings to you all our dear family and friends near and far, from me and John
and the family! 
Thank you for your gifts, cards, messages, emails and wishes which have been lovely and I'm sorry I haven't
managed to send out cards – yet. Maybe it'll happen. I love the connection at this time of year and I also really
appreciate your support following my blog.
xxx Alison

  

Comments

Hello Alison,
Sending you our love and greetings. Glad that you were able to enjoy the festive season with your family and to
go camping. Your inner strength and positive outlook is truly an inspiration. All the very best for 2017 to you
and your family.

  —Ivy, January 12, 2017  

Hi Alison! So glad you made it to Woodford in spite of everything! Congratulations on an amazing eight years.
You are an inspiration to us all in positivity and honesty., thank you for continuing to send us postcards on your
sometimes wild adventure. We got wonderful rain up here, all I wanted for Christmas! Love Jodie

  —Jodie Eden, January 6, 2017  

All the best Alison. I'm sure you will pull through once again. Have a great time at Woodford. What's the
weather like this year

  —Doug kelly, December 28, 2016  

So glad things are working out well after all - and delighted to think you're at Woodford.! Love, H.

  —Heather H., December 28, 2016  
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  —Maerey McFarlane, December 27, 2016  

  —Anne Tennock, December 27, 2016  

Dear Alison - bugger! about the kidney problem. I hope the stent helps.
In the meantime, enjoy Woodford.
much love to you and John
Amanda xx

  —Amanda Adrian, December 27, 2016  

Congratulations Alison! 8 years staying ahead, the strength & courage to deal with hick ups , being an
inspiration to all of us & now at Woodford. Have an awesome time - know you will :) Love Gina

  —Gina, December 27, 2016  

Hi Alison,
it's been such a long time, I thought the cancer was gone. Sorry to hear that you've had kidney problems but if
you call them 'wee', let us hope that they have been overcome and it'll continue to be uphill again from here. All
the best for the Christmas season and a happy new year!

  —Francoise Cordeiro, December 27, 2016  

Great news that you have made the eight year mark, I know not easy at times but you've managed to power
ahead. Support from family and friends so important. Hope the wee problem doesn't recur. Enjoy Woodford,
might see you there Wednesday.
Lots of Love

  —Danni, December 27, 2016  

Great news that you have made the eight year mark, I know not easy at times but you've managed to power
ahead. Support from family and friends so important. Hope the wee problem doesn't recur. Enjoy Woodford,
might see you there Wednesday.
Lots of Love

  —Danni, December 27, 2016  

Fingers crossed that it was just a wee blip on the horizon and reassuring that you already feel well enough to go
camping. Your positive attitude and active lifestyle continues to play an important part and is an exemplar to us
all. Happy 2017. xx
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  —Alison Kennedy, December 27, 2016  

I agree with Kerrie - don't overdo it. There's nothing to prove. . . you have been and are an example to us all, but
please take it easy now. I call it the 'I wants ' compared with the 'I needs'. Often what we want is not what we
need. Happy New Year.

  —Judith Shaw, December 27, 2016  

Have a great time! You are an example to us all! ???

  —Have a great time ! Tough call yet again. You are an example to us all. ???, December 27, 2016  

Glad they were able to do something Alison and I'm glad your out of hospital but please don't over do it too
much. Yes, I sound like a wet blanket but sometimes we need to slow up even if we don't want to. At our age
we don't bounce back like we used to. Have a happy, healthy 2017 xx

  —Kerrie Trotter, December 27, 2016  

 

  

12 months on RUCAPARIB

  October 3, 2016  

I'm not apologising for being slack about updating this blog. The situation is this: I'm still really well and
making the most of my freedom. I have an easy treatment that allows me to forget about cancer most of the
time. Woo hoo! I'll say that again – forget about cancer most of the time!
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To recap, the tumours in my abdominal lymph system (ovarian cancer metastases) began growing again last
year. I transferred from the Brisbane Mater hospital to the RBWH so I could join a clinical trial. I'm taking an
experimental drug, rucaparib, that targets the cell repair mechanism. I think it works by stopping the
unnecessary repair of faulty cells so they don't accumulate as tumour growth.
I am one of the really lucky ones for whom this drug is effective. I've been on the treatment for a full year now,
which is more successful than any other local patient as far as I can find out. Hopefully there are lots of other
women around the world experiencing the same sort of positive result from trying this drug.
Best of all, rucaparib is in the form of pills, so I'm not hanging around the hospital these days except for
monthly check-ups. There were unpleasant side effects at first, but not any more except for challenging my liver
in a way that I don't notice, but it preoccupies my medical team. My liver function is monitored carefully and so
far has been ok. No one knows how long this treatment will continue to be effective and safe for me. Each
appointment I hope to be told the tumours have shrunk, but this hasn't happened so far. I have learned to be very
happy with the news, “cancer stable” which means the tumours haven't grown bigger.
So this is the story – same story each month lately – Phew!
I have been full of energy and free to enjoy some travel and concentrate on meaningful projects. Recently I
attended a conference about Building a New Economy and here is my report. (You might have to scroll down a
little way and click under Recent Posts on the right hand side.)

  

Comments

Good! Good! Good! Such excellent news, Alison. Keep on keeping on.xxx

  —Lyndy, October 6, 2016  

Hello Alison
thanks for your positive update. You are a brave and remarkable woman. please contact us and and stay for a
meal when you're next in Atherton.

cheers and love from

  —Rose and Alan Isherwood., October 4, 2016  

Thank you THANK YOU everyone for your kind wishes and wonderful support!! Also for persisting in reading
my blog even though CB has changed and makes it more difficult. love to you all xxx
As for the link to my conference report - you might have to scroll down a little way and click under Recent
Posts on the right hand side.

  —Alison Bird, October 4, 2016  

Thank you for the good news update. Lovely news. Keep on this path.
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We are all well. Sara came home to visit recently. Whole family together for a week.

  —Rose and Alan Isherwood., October 4, 2016  

Good news. Fully convinced that having a positive attitude and active lifestyle definitely helps to defy cancer as
well and you certainly fit that description :) xx

  —Alison Kennedy, October 4, 2016  

So glad to hear all is well. Must be such a treat to have a pill giving you more time to enjoy your life. Well done
for all your persistence and your positivity. xx

  —Danni, October 4, 2016  

Same old, same old is great in this instance Alison. Terrific news.

  —Kerrie Trotter, October 4, 2016  

Wonderful news. Nice to be close to where you have the treatment these days. XX

  —alison, October 3, 2016  

Good news Alison. What a wonderful drug that is. The future is looking very good thanks to all the scientists
who keep working away. Wonderful news! XX

  —Judith Hennessy, October 3, 2016  

yayyayyay......looking forward to c u soon xx

  —storm:), October 3, 2016  

Alison, It is so fantastic to hear about your update. I have moved back to the USA with my family and doing
well. I am doing some art instruction at a local art studio and enjoying the slower pace. I hope and wish that
things continue to go well for you.

  —Sandra Drabant, October 3, 2016  

Great news Ali, ? you are such an inspiration. Enjoy being 'stable' and making the most of life!, love Carolyn xx

  —Carolyn Thomas, October 3, 2016  

Wonderful news! Great to hear all is going along as best as it can! So true - trying to live without the word
'cancer' in your mind and everyday is a challenge. I'm told Herceptin is going to be available in an easier form
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soon & I won't have to front up to oncology every 3 weeks. I feel so good and normal! Let's keep it going for a
very long time :) Love Gina

  —Gina, October 3, 2016  

 

  

Rucaparib is designed for me

  June 22, 2016  

Here's a quick update – sorry late, but you know the rule: no-news-is-good-news! Yes, my last tests showed the
cancer is still stable (on average the tumours are no bigger) and my blood counts also are nearly normal. At
least they're good enough to stop worrying and say at last I'm on an appropriate dose of medication to suit my
body.
Funny how the bar is lowered for celebrating a great result! I do still have numerous tumours in my abdomen,
especially one I can feel, so for comfort I still avoid tight clothes, but I have learned to be very glad if the lumps
are not growing.
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No one can say how long the treatment will work for me because it is so experimental. I now hold the record at
my hospital for success with this drug at 9 months and still counting. The other patients dropped out of the trial
at 7 months or sooner. The medication didn't serve them so well, probably because they have different genetics.
Actually it looks like rucaparib is a designer drug for me! I am deeply grateful for this opportunity and I wish
for speedy research to find helpful treatments for my ovca friends and peers!
Meanwhile, I only have to report to the doctor once a month so John and I are off to Perth for a holiday, feeling
very fortunate!

  

Comments

I love to read your reports, to see how well your doing. But sorry I don't reply often enough. Well what ever
your doing, your doing it well, and thank God it's working. To top it off, we see that your making the most of
the beautiful life we got, and that's the way we like it. Love John Thelma MerylJoy, JonnaMae Jacinta PS Got
another new Knee ./\. Now to catch Jacinta.

  —John Bowen, June 24, 2016  

Wonderful.
Enjoy your trip.
xxx

  —Deb Maggs, June 23, 2016  

Just so nice. We are sitting here purring for you. You'll be in Perth now. Rug up! Love the photo of you, limbo
lady.

  —Anne the fan, June 23, 2016  

Keep on keeping on Alison??? Kay

  —kay coianiz, June 23, 2016  

Good. So glad to hear your news. Biggest hug to you both. Enjoy!

  —Lyndy, June 23, 2016  

So glad to hear that! Have a great holiday. BLESSINGS, H.

  —Heather H., June 22, 2016  

Wow! Have a lovely holiday! Glad to hear the rucaparib is having a positive effect. X X
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  —Susan Gawler, June 22, 2016  

Hi Ali, delighted to hear of your ongoing respite - goes without saying we think of you over here lots. My friend
in the same predicament as you is just about stable with the Avastin but it is effecting her blood pressure so it is
a very fine line. My sister in law who recently underwent surgery for bowel cancer has just heard that the path
lab has confirmed she has no 'escaped ' cells so does not now need any further treatment we are all delighted! I
hope all is well with you, Abigail our youngest has just announced grandchild no 10 is on the way - we will
have to start saving again! Take care and love to all the family Jane
ps is Margaret still with us?
pps I was offered an operation for a new hip (much needed) last month but told the waiting list is 17 months,
yes months!, so we are spending lots of pennies in the Autumn to get it done so that I can recover before the
spring.

  —Jane Harrap, June 22, 2016  

Cool pic!

  —Binzi, June 22, 2016  

Great news Alison. Have a great holiday. Xxx

  —Judith Hennessy, June 22, 2016  

Fantastic news Ali, Im so pleased u r having success on this trial..enjoy your holiday ? xx

  —Carolyn Thomas, June 22, 2016  

Great news Alison. Did the drug make the others ill or did it just not have any affect for them? Just curious. So
glad it suites you though. Have a lovely break, you've earned it. X

  —Kerrie Trotter, June 22, 2016  

Great news, have a wonderful time in Perth. Love the photo, you look so well.
Love, Danni

  —Danni, June 22, 2016  

Wonderful news enjoy your holiday . Xx

  —Jill Lotter, June 22, 2016  

fantastic news, Alison. A great time and season to travel. Have a great, and well-deserved holiday!
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  —alison, June 22, 2016  

So good to hear the news! Have a super time in Perth! Love Gina

  —Gina, June 22, 2016  

Wonderful news Alison! Keep up the good work and enjoy your holiday! Love Jodie

  —Jodie Eden, June 22, 2016  

 

  

6-month check-up

  April 15, 2016  

Thank you everyone for cheering with me about my great results from the genetics lab.
I love announcing good news, and here's some more: the cancer is still stable according to my scans this week.
This means the tumours haven't grown any bigger. Of course I would be thrilled if they would get smaller,
especially one that's 6.5mm in diameter and I can feel it in my abdomen, but stable is a fantastic result for now.
And as for my depressed blood counts, at last my haemoglobin and platelets are starting to rise. Hopefully
neutrophils will follow. None of the figures are good but the upward trend indicates I'm probably now on the
right dose of medicine so I'll stick with it. My CA125 is also nice and low (8). What a relief!
The Peter Mac Cancer Research Centre in Melbourne has tracked me down asking for permission to investigate
why I'm doing so well (as-in still alive and having fun after more than 6 years). Of course, I am keen for them to
compare my results with those of other patients and I hope they can find out something helpful.
Key to my good progress is my beautiful thoughtful caring team of supporters - you, my family and friends.
Your concern and well wishes have been a health tonic!

  

Comments

There is also that aspect of you that is so totally in love with life and 'spending' every second of it as if it is a
diamond.

  —Anne the fan, April 23, 2016  

YAYA!
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  —Sara, April 19, 2016  

Thank you so much for sharing this news Alison! You are an inspiration of real positivity and looking at the
glass as half-full. Nice to have been head-hunted by the researchers, and may they find your secret and bottle it!
love Jodie

  —Jodie Eden, April 17, 2016  

Excellent news - keep up the good work. Gave me a laugh that they are now questioning why you are doing so
well. I look forward to hearing their findings! xx

  —Alison Kennedy, April 17, 2016  

That is the best - Good on you. It's a 2 way story - your success is our motivator. xoxox

  —Gina, April 15, 2016  

So pleased Alison your going so well and your enjoying life and family . Keep it up . Xx

  —Jillian Lotter( (Guy), April 15, 2016  

Great news and radiating joy x It is so good to hear x x much love always Ali

  —Kaylie Joy Jolly Jenkins, April 15, 2016  

All the best Alison.I really trust that things are on the up for you. -it's been a long journey now .

  —Doug kelly, April 15, 2016  

Fantastic Alison! (in all senses of that phrase!)

  —alison, April 15, 2016  

I hope you continue to amaze the researchers, have good results and keep having fun.
Love
Danni

  —Danni Mackenzie, April 15, 2016  
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Winning the genetic lottery!

  April 11, 2016  

The drug trial I'm on involves some genetic testing for comparison between different patients. Some women
respond well to the treatment while others don't, and the researchers are trying to find out how to predict who is
best to take the drug, based on genetics. My results came back showing I have the BRCA1 mutation, which
actually is a good thing for success with this treatment, but of course it's very worrying if the fault runs in the
family. It is a defect in the tumour suppression gene, and it is the very same mutation Angelina Jolie inherited
from her mother, which prompted the actress to go for major surgery!
After waiting all year for the results of further testing I have just heard that in my case the problem is NOT
hereditary! Somehow I have developed this mutation by myself. It wasn't handed down from my parents and it's
unlikely to be a problem for my kids. Phew!
I am overjoyed with this amazing news and it's a pleasure to share it with my extended family! Previously they
could all have had reason to worry that they or their children were in line to inherit the same nasty mutation, just
for being related to me. Now we know they all have no greater cancer risk than the general population (in
relation to breast, ovarian or prostrate cancer).
Note: My risk of developing ovarian cancer was only the general population risk too, but I was very unlucky!
So here's a reminder for everyone to go for regular screening (breast or prostate) and be aware of the signs of
ovarian cancer, because early detection makes a huge difference.
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http://www.cancer.org/cancer/ovariancancer/detailedguide/ovarian-cancer-signs-and-symptoms
(When they say “bloating”, it can include putting on inches around the middle.)

  

Comments

That is all great news?you look wonderful

  —Lyndy, April 13, 2016  

Excellent news. No hurry for the results! Must be great relief and glad to see you are doing very well. x

  —Alison Kennedy, April 12, 2016  

Great news that your mutated genes are unlikely to have been pass on to the family, also that the current
medication is what you need at this time and that it will still work on a low dose. Seems as though you re
enjoying life - may that long continue.
Love
Danni

  —Danni Mackenzie, April 11, 2016  

Great information! What a learning curve we go on. Thanks for sharing that.
Love the hair colours!

  —Gina, April 11, 2016  

 

  

Another dose reduction

  March 28, 2016  
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The picture shows me with Mum who is holding a replica prehistoric Elephant Bird egg at ANSTO where my
Dad worked.
Since my anaemic episode and the blood transfusions in January, I resumed taking rucaparib with a lower dose.
This seemed to suit me better and I've been noticing reduced side effects (the nausea and foul taste).
My scans last month showed the cancer is still “stable”, and my CA125 (cancer marker in blood test) has stayed
nice and low at values of 8 or 9.
In February I had slightly raised biliruben, indicating some liver stress, so my family kept watching me closely
for yellow skin. Naturally there were lots of Simpsons jokes! My liver function is excellent now but my other
blood components have been falling again (haemoglobin, platelets, neutrophils etc). Therefore, after my last
check-up I changed the dose again - from 600mg twice a day at first, to 500mg and now I take 400mg each
time. The doctors recommended I start on a lower dose before my blood condition becomes critical this time.
Makes sense! They also reassured me that this treatment doesn't seem to be dose responsive. A lower dose will
help to match what is best for my metabolism without jeopardising effectiveness on the cancer.  
Despite my questionable blood counts I'm very happy to be feeling well and able to join in a range of interesting
and worthwhile projects and also I've been fortunate with opportunities to travel in the last couple of months.
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Comments

Sounds wonderful Alison - in true style you have it in hand! So happy for you!
My last scans were good so the positive energetic life continues :)
Love & Hugs

  —Gina Raccanello, March 29, 2016  

Hi Alison, I'm glad you are able to enjoy all your activities and are feeling ok in spite of the strong medication.
Xxx

  —Judith Hennessy, March 28, 2016  

All sounds positive Alison . Keep enjoying life and all your travels.

  —Jill Lotter, March 28, 2016  

 

  

Home again!

  January 10, 2016  
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This picture shows the Maggs clan playing humarimba
Thank you everyone for your lovely messages of support!
I'm home from hospital – yay! My blood counts are still very low but I am just going to check them again every
other day at the local pathologist, and stay safe (avoid infection and bleeding).
Thanks Anne for your questions which I'll answer here.
Yes, the possible side effects of this treatment mentioned up front included lowered haemoglobin and platelets,
requiring a transfusion. And right from the start I noticed that I was struggling up hills. I told my medical team
about it at every appointment. They checked my bloods and said my haemoglobin was down a little but nothing
to worry about. It seems to have taken 10 weeks or so to really show up a problem, so hopefully a dose
reduction from 600mg to 500mg will make all the difference. They assure me the lower dose should still be
effective against the cancer. Everyone has a different metabolism, and 500mg will probably suit my constitution
better.
The other side effects I'm still experiencing are nausea and tiredness (afternoons) and always a disgusting taste
in my mouth. These symptoms aren't too bad, more of a nuisance to be managed. Right now I'm enjoying a
holiday from them as I'm not taking pills till my bone marrow recovers.
Oh, and now also I have some lymphoedema in one foot after the lymph surgery last year. My foot didn't swell
at all till the weather became summery. Enough grumbles ...
I have excellent news about the success of the treatment so far, although we have no new data on it. My trial
coordinator and doctor discussed my last scans again with the imaging people who have rewritten their report to
say the biggest of the tumours in my abdomen had indeed shrunk (from about 6cm to 5cm in diameter). I think I
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knew this, by the way, as the pains have gone and I'm so much more comfortable now. I can wear a greater
variety of clothes instead of always the same couple of very baggy outfits that saw me through winter.

  

Comments

All very good news, Alison . You sound pretty lively, despite the side effects. Hang in there. Love.

  —Lyndy, January 12, 2016  

All very good news, Alison . You sound pretty lively, despite the side effects. Hang in there. Love.

  —Lyndy, January 12, 2016  

All very good news, Alison . You sound pretty lively, despite the side effects. Hang in there. Love.

  —Lyndy, January 12, 2016  

You are amazing and continue to inspire all.
Much love,
Helen

  —Helen Weld, January 11, 2016  

Only my platelets and neutrophils are at worrying low levels now. Yes my haemoglobin has been excellent
since the transfusion. (I'm A+.) I should have said this in my post. I asked about exercising (walking up hills
etc) and the medicos say moderate exercise is good, should help me feel better and stimulates my system to
make more blood. You're right though - I'm not to overdo it. :)

  —Alison Bird, January 11, 2016  

So good the pains have gone and the Buggar has shrunk. Now I know your way smarter than me but can I make
a suggestion? How about not doing hills for a little while till your haemoglobin is back to normal? You're so
into everything I don't know how you find the time to be sick but maybe ease up just a tad for a little while.

  —Kerrie Trotter, January 10, 2016  

Those poor baggy pants will be missing you:-) Thank you so much for the detailed explanation.
If you've had the blood transfusion, how come your haemoglobin count isn't right up yet - dont they top you up
with enough blood to make it 'full'? Which blood group are you? John and I used to give blood, then we both
were stopped, John because he was on Warfarin for a while, and me because my iron count went right down.
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Don't think either of these conditions apply anymore, and it would be 'nice' to give blood in sympathy with you.
If you'd like some sewing done specifically to fit your body, I'd really enjoy that. Like sewing and fitting and
you.

  —Anne Tennock, January 10, 2016  

 

  

Dose adjustment ahead

  January 7, 2016  

I've been taking the experimental rucaparib pills for 11 weeks now, ecstatic that the treatment is effective in my
case! However, from the start I felt reduced energy, especially finding it a struggle going uphill. The first few
blood tests didn't show any problems but I've felt worse in the last two weeks. I had a wonderful time at the
Woodford Folk Festival but I couldn't dance as much as I like and walking up hills was very challenging. This
week even climbing the stairs at home left me feeling weak and ill, so I asked for another blood test. Sure
enough, now I'm depleted in most blood counts, especially haemoglobin.
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Therefore I'm having a blood transfusion as I speak. This a first for me - THANK YOU to all you beautiful
blood donors out there!!!! I am incredibly grateful and salute your great generosity and noble spirits!
It seems the top dose of rucaparib is too strong for my metabolism. Once I recover my bone marrow function I
will start on a slightly lower dose.
Oh well ... It's strange to be here in hospital in my fabulous pyjamas again. (Yes they're 6 years' old. I never
wear them - just keep them for rare occasions like this.)

  

Comments

Thanks for the update. Glad you managed Woodford. Had coffee with Andrew Graham here in Atherton last
Saturday. Love from all the Isherwoods.

  —Alan and Rose Isherwood, January 8, 2016  

All our love Alison. Thank goodness for the wonderful doctors, nurses and blood donors. XXX

  —Judith Hennessy, January 8, 2016  

Thanks indeed to the blood donors. Did the researchers have any idea this could be a possible side-effect? How
is the effectiveness going - you said the tumours had stabilized in size. Any further reports on that? And how
have you been feeling taking the medication apart from the tiredness side-effect? Your energy is such a
wonderful treasure, it is important to look after it.

  —Anne Tennock, January 8, 2016  

Thanks Alison . Xxxx

  —Lyndy, January 8, 2016  

Dear Alsion,
Involuntary downtime now! I am always pleased to hear about your good successes with the treatment and to
see you out and about. Thank you for sharing your stories! :-) Wishing you all the best for this year, lots of
blood from lovely donors (cause who knows, how many vibes you ll get with it) and a quick recovery from the
side effects of your treatment. I unfortunately cannot donate blood, but if I could, I would right now after
reading your post. (I have a blood clotting disorder....(Faktor V Leiden). Keep on dancing when you are better!
Mark sends his warmest greetings, as well!

  —Katharina Lane, January 8, 2016  

Was lovely to see you briefly at Woodford. Hope the blood transfusion gets you up and dancing again and that
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the lower dose rucaparib is effective.
Love your pjs.
Danni xxx

  —Danni Mackenzie, January 7, 2016  
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